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Learning Outcomes
1. Appreciate the utility and 

benefits of environmental 
compliance language 

2. Know the necessary 
mechanisms for 
implementing partner 
implementation of IEE/EA 
conditions

3. Understand how to use 
the environmental 
compliance language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image credit: BAWP. Raquion Ababa planted rice during the El Niño droughts. With access to irrigation water from the small water reservoir established by USAID, he harvested seven sacks of rice—enough to feed his family in the succeeding months. https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/styles/732_width/public/success_story/bawp-farmer.jpg?itok=q2syTZKC



WHY REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH 
IEE AND EA CONDITIONS IN 
SOLICITATIONS AND AWARDS?
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Required by the ADS 
because otherwise 
the entire Reg 216 
process has no effect 
on implementation.  

Problem:  Many past 
solicitations & 
awards have NOT 
adequately 
addressed 
environmental 
compliance

The solution. . 
.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADS requires “Incorporating environmental factors and mitigating measures identified in IEEs, Environmental Assessments, and EISs, as appropriate, in the design and the implementation instruments for programs, projects, activities or amendments.” 204.3.4(a)(6)The ADS requirement is very generally phrased. But “implementation instruments” clearly  includes solicitations and awards. Note: each IEE or Environmental Assessment conditions need NOT be incorporated verbatim. Rather, conditions are usually incorporated by reference—but it is critical to provide the IP with the actual IEE/Environmental Assessment or a link to it. If environmental requirements aren’t in the solicitation:IPs won’t budget and plan for compliance USAID can’t evaluate their ability to complyIf environmental requirements aren’t in the award:IPs not accountable for implementing themIn the past (before 5  years ago), solicitations and awards rarely incorporated appropriate environmental compliance language. Practice across the agency has improved substantially and is probably now above 50% --- but significant improvement is still needed, and performance by mission/operating unit varies widely. One problem was that lack of guidance required A/CORs, project design teams, COs to repeatedly “reinvent the wheel” 
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SOLICITATIONS AND AWARDS
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• ADS Help Document

• Step-by-step guidance and 
boilerplate language for:

– RFAs

– RFPs

– Agreements

– Grants

– Contracts 

Available from 
https://www.usaid.gov/ads/policy/200/204sac 
& via the GEMS website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trainer/facilitators should have read both the ECL Factsheet (included in the training materials) and the ECL itself (also included).



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
LANGUAGE GENERATES
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Best 
practice
solicitation
language

Requiring that:

Proposals address qualifications 
and proposed approaches to 
compliance/environmentally 
sound design and management 
(ESDM) for environmentally 
complex activities

Best 
practice
award
language

Requiring that:

1. Implementing partner (IP) verifies 
current & planned activities 
annually against the scope of the 
RCE/IEE/EA

2. The necessary mechanisms and 
budget for IP implementation of 
IEE/EA conditions are in place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re: “Best Practice Award Language,” Why is it important to “verify current & planned activities annually against the scope of the RCE/IEE/Environmental Assessment”? To assure that projects do not “creep” out of compliance as activities are modified and added over their life (this is in fact probably the most common cause of being out of scope).



WHAT ARE THE “NECESSARY 
MECHANISMS” FOR IP IMPLEMENTATION 
OF IEE/EA CONDITIONS?
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1. A complete 
EMMP exists 
or is developed. 

2. Work plans & 
budgets 
integrate the 
EMMP

3. Project 
reporting tracks 
EMMP 
implementation

When a Negative Determination with Conditions 
applies or an Environmental Assessment is in place. . . 

“5a) Unless the approved Regulation 216 documentation 
contains a complete environmental mitigation and monitoring 
plan (EMMP) or a project mitigation and monitoring (M&M) 
plan, the [contractor/recipient] shall prepare an EMMP or M&M 
Plan describing how the [contractor/recipient] will, in specific 
terms, implement all IEE and/or Environmental Assessment 
conditions that apply to proposed project activities within the 
scope of the award. The EMMP or M&M Plan shall include 
monitoring the implementation of the conditions and their 
effectiveness. 

“5b) Integrate a completed EMMP or M&M Plan into the initial 
work plan. 

“5c) Integrate an EMMP or M&M Plan into subsequent Annual 
Work Plans, making any necessary adjustments to activity 
implementation in order to minimize adverse impacts to the 
environment.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A complete EMMP is one that fully addresses ALL IEE or Environmental Assessment conditions that apply to the activities being undertakenQuoted text in yellow box is from section 5 of the ECL, and puts these “necessary mechanisms” in place. 



ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
LANGUAGE STRENGTHENS 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND DESIGN & 
MANAGEMENT,  AND. . .
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Provides multiple benefits
to both Mission Staff & Implementing Partners
USAID IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS

Provides clarity regarding 
environmental compliance 
responsibilities

Prevents “unfunded mandates” to 
implement mitigation & monitoring 
after implementation has started & 
without additional budget.

Avoids imposing compliance measures 
on Implementing Partners after 
implementation has started.

Reduces USAID cost and effort of 
environmental compliance 
verification/oversight.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are the listed USAID & IP benefits are important/how do they arise? See underlined additions to the slide text below. Cost, efficiency & goodwill benefits to USAID: Avoids the effort, costs and loss of good will that result from imposing compliance measures on IPs after implementation has started.Reduces USAID cost and effort of environmental compliance verification/oversight. . .by assuring that IPs integrate environmental compliance reporting into routine project performance reporting.Benefits to IPs: Provides clarity regarding environmental compliance responsibilities – meaning they can be planned for from the start, avoiding possible problems with cost/performance/schedule.Prevents “unfunded mandates”– USAID requirements to implement M&M after implementation has started & without additional budget.Image credit: A new Biodiversity Management Plan for #Madagascar: a legacy of the SCAPES environmental program #endwildlifetrafficking. https://twitter.com/usaidmadagascar/status/778502471916347392



HOW TO USE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE 
LANGUAGE
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1.Find the 
“Reg 216 
documentation” 
situation that applies.

2.Assemble compliance 
language by cutting 
and pasting from the 
indicated sections of 
the ECL.

3.Fill in [bracketed 
fields] as necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted, trainer/facilitators should have read both the ECL Factsheet (included in the training materials) and the ECL itself (also included).The front page of the ECL is provided to illustrate what is meant by “Regulation 216 documentation situation” and how this situation then dictates the sections of the ECL that are used.



WHERE IS ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMPLIANCE LANGUAGE 
INCORPORATED?
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Usually in 
“special 

requirements” 
section of 

solicitation & 
award

But effectiveness depends on:
• Cross-referencing in the statement 

of work
• Include EMMP reporting 

requirements in reporting section
• Listing EMMP as a deliverable with 

the work plan
• If relevant, provide environmental 

compliance budgeting guidance in 
“plug budget”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the environmental compliance language is JUST in the special requirements section, it can easily not be taken into account by the IP team actually developing the technical and cost proposals – and not be on the radar of the AOR/COR during implementation. Appropriately integrating environmental compliance requirements into the award as enumerated above is critical. Similarly, where environmental compliance costs can reasonably be expected to be substantial.



WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
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• Drafting:  AOR/COR,  AM 
(if named), or Project 
Design Team Lead

• Review:  MEO (BEO for 
pillar bureaus)

• Office of Acquisition 
and Assistance (OAA) 
incorporates the language 
in the solicitation/award

MEO/BEO

OAA

AOR/COR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Per ADS204, each operating unit needs to have internal procedures in place to assure that Reg 216 and ADS requirements—such as those for including environmental compliance language in solicitation and awards---are implemented. This requirements is intended to assure that operating units have necessary flexibility.How to make this happen? ADS does not specify how coordination with OAA takes place. MEO (BEO for pillar bureaus) should assure that OAA is aware of the requirement for Environmental Compliance Language and the ECL tool. The responsibilities at left should be incorporated into standard pre-solicitation/pre-award processes/checklists for the operating unit. Image credit: Terraced fields dot the landscape around Kenscoff, outside of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Kendra Helmer, USAID. https://www.usaid.gov/haiti/environment


